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Review of  “Elan Valley”

APRIL ‐ JUNE 2018 MUSICAL OPINION QUARTERLY

The titles of the individual pieces, and those of the

separate movements in the concertos, are cleverly

designed to put the listener in the correct receptive

frame of mind to experience the haunting qualities

of these finely‐wrought scores by Barry Mills (b.

1949).

His musical language is inherently founded upon

late-Impressionism in terms of the creation of

instrumental imagery, and the contemplative qualities the music undoubtedly possesses

betoken a creative mind inherently inspired by natural phenomena ‐ the observance, and

being moved by, deeply layered forces of nature.

If the inner movement of Mills’s music has the almost inevitable quality of pacification ‐ in the

sense of nature as one with humanity ‐ the foreground surface of his larger works is full of

fascinating details of orchestration and instrumental timbres, with the soloists in all three

concertos not so much taking centre stage at all times but adopting what might be termed a

universal co-operation for tone and inner movement ‐ the musical foreground constantly ’on

the move’ whilst the musical background providing the foundation of the surface impressions

at all times.

This is music of, inherently, a profoundly contemplative nature, and as such speaks to our

troubled and o!en chaotic times with a profound sense of inherent calm.

As such, it is music for those moments of reflection ‐ too rarely encountered in art of all kinds

today. Mills is honoured by what appear to be excellent performances; the recording quality is

first‐class.

Robert Matthew-Walker, Musical Opinion Quarterly Apr – Jun 2018

Review of  “Elan Valley”

Classical Guitar Magazine Summer 2018

Compelling concertos and orchestral works from English composer.

The music of Sussex England-born Barry Mills certainly deserves to be heard. Of the pieces on

o"er here, only two works include the guitar, but one of them – the beautiful Guitar Concerto

(The Travels of Turlogh O’Carolan) is quite substantial in six movements and lasting more than

32 minutes. O’Carolan was a 16th century Irish harpist, popular today with many guitarists,

and here Mills has interwoven some of O’Carolan’s melodies with musical episodes of his own

evoking wind, sea, rivers, mountains, and night, to give the listener a sense of the blind

harpist’s lifestyle of constant travelling.  The music is magical from start to finish, and this

concerto really deserves to be discovered and played.  The style, naturally, is very Irish-folk

and therefore highly accessible, but also gripping.  Sam Brown is the guitarist, and he plays

the piece wonderfully well.  The Moravian Philharmonic Orchestra is conducted by Peter

Vronsky and, of course, adds much to the piece.

The other guitar work is the Mandolin and Guitar Concerto, in four movements, and again

concerned with nature – three of the movements are “Rainfall”, “The Piercing Wind”, and “The

Ever-Changing Sea”. The style is more modern, but very tonal throughout, and again full of

wonderful moments, e"ortlessly played by both soloists.

The non-guitar pieces are Mandolin Concerto and two orchestral works, both in the same

lovely, almost ethereal style. A wonderful recording!                                                     

Chris Dumigan, Classical Guitar Magazine Summer 2018

Review of  “Elan Valley”

MusicWeb International  

Barry MILLS (b.1949)

Elan Valley – orchestral (2016) [8:24]

Mandolin and Guitar Concerto (2003) [13:28]

Evening Rain – Sunset (2012) [6:51]

Guitar Concerto (2014) [31:48]

Mandolin Concerto (2016) [13:20]

Daniel Ahlert (mandolin)

Birgit Schwab (guitar)

Sam Brown (guitar)

Moravian Philharmonic Orchestra/Vronsky

rec. Redula Hall, Olomouc, Czech Republic, 2017

Stereo 24/192 (as reviewed) and 24/96; also

available on CD CC6040-2

CLAUDIO BD-A CC6040-6 [71:33]

Barry Mills is a new name to me, and it makes a change to review music by someone who is

both alive and younger than I am. Mills seems to be active around the Brighton area and has a

considerable quantity of music of all sorts to his name. This is his fi!h disc for Claudio. His

website at barrymillscomposer.com is full of interest. It reveals amongst other things that he is

mostly self taught and cannot be described as a professional composer because he worked as

a postman to give himself a!ernoons to compose. One has to admire such dedication. One

suspects that there are a lot of such people in the arts world who wish to create but cannot

earn enough from it to live on. The history of music is full of such. It would seem that riches

are not the expectation of most creative artists.

The two short orchestral pieces and the three concertos presented here were all written well

within the last two decades. On this occasion he has gained the cooperation of a fully

professional orchestra, in the Czech Republic, to present his works in the best possible light.

Engaging with Claudio records to advise on, master and market the disc, as he has before,

Mills has guaranteed one thing few can claim, even some of the biggest names, and that is

well nigh perfect recording quality. Listening to these beautifully cra!ed works, full of the

most delicate and attractive orchestral e"ects has been an easy job for this reviewer. Mills

does not believe in making life uncomfortable for the audience in that these pieces, though

clearly modern, are never raucous or noisy, and indeed o!en have a very tuneful quality. The

tunes are sometimes folk melodies but treated to a rather atmospheric development. I am

tempted to draw parallels with some of the gentler minimalists but Mills gets somewhere

quite quickly and here at least none of his music outstays its welcome. The three concertos are

each in several movements which have descriptive titles referring mostly to the environment.

Mills is very much a landscape artist in music. The music has a meditative quality mixed with

rhythmic flourishes that enliven the flow of colourful sounds giving a certain narrative quality

to the experience. The soloists are all very expert players and articulate the music very cleanly

under the intense audio scrutiny of a microscopically clear recording.

As implied above, all five works are well played and recorded with the usual outstanding

Claudio fidelity, resulting from using very simple recording arrays placed in exactly the right

position and of course using the finest microphones. The majors could learn much from this.

David Billinge of Musicweb International  

Review of  “Under the Stars”

MusicWeb International August 2019

Barry MILLS (b. 1949)
Under the starsUnder the stars

Eight Haiku for mezzo and piano [7:15]

Piano

solos: Transitions [8:39]; Landscapes [9:43]; The

Pavilion Gardens [5:16]; In the Mist [7:52]

Chief Seattle Fragments for mezzo and guitar

[10:03]

Guitar Sketches (5) [19:04]

Duo for Violin and Guitar [4:25]

Julian Elloway (piano)

Corinne Shirman-Sarti (mezzo)

Paul Gregory (guitar)

Andrew Sherwood (violin)

rec. 1993, All Saints Chapel, Eastbourne; St John’s Smith Square, London

CLAUDIO RECORDS CC4324-2 [75:02]

English composer Barry Mills found a welcome with Colin Attwell’s Claudio label. The present

Mills collection, entitled Under the Stars, was first issued in the mid-1990s. It has been fledged

afresh and now tries its wing-beat, alongside various other Mills-Claudio re-launches, in

today’s market.

The Eight Haiku are simplicity made distant and strange. The words from are all set out in the

booklet or, I should say, fold of glossy paper. The programme notes are adequate and we

should celebrate that all the sung words (and the poems by which some piano solos have

been inspired) are printed there but I would have like to know more about these pieces;

perhaps some life or inspirational context. Apart from music-publishers being identified there

is little to read. On a more personal note, among the persons thanked for this disc are

composers Michael Finnissy and Colin Matthews.

As the liner says, these Haiku trace the passage of the seasons. They show a disciplined

minimal approach rather than any suggestion of luxuriating in oriental atmosphere. A tinkling

e"ect high in the piano’s register impart an otherworldly feeling. These songs are, as you

would expect, sparely done but are varied with slow swirls of notes … but when were they

written? They somewhat resemble a surely much earlier work: Holst’s Medieval Songs for

mezzo and violin.

Transitions is another Japanese poetry-inspired cycle but with the music continuous and the

piece intended to be enjoyed as an entity. The words that kindled this work are not haiku but

single verse poems extended across up to six lines. This distant Neptune-style is sustained

from the Haiku cycle and also made me think of that Baltic poet of the firmament, Urmis

Sisask.

Transitions are not songs but piano solos inspired by Japanese poems. These deliquescent

dreams resemble Sorabji but with simplified textures. There’s no trace of Sorabji’s extrusion

and compression and length of expression. Landscapes continues an immersion in the piano

language of Haiku and Transitions. These are thoughtful pieces moved into notated form by

something that was touched o" in Mills psyche. There can be little doubt that the twinkling of

stars and the interplay of direct and reflected light are there among sudden flurries that are

assertive and commanding. Then, just as suddenly¸ there is a sinking back into mysteries.

The composer does let slip that he used to work at Brighton’s pavilion gardens for a number of

years. His The Pavilion Gardens also step out, very much, from same book

as Haiku and Transitions. In the mist, another solo piano piece, was inspired by the changes

wrought by the morning mists seeping and surging around a valley in Granada.

Then come the Chief Seattle Fragments. These are the Chief’s ponderings on the passage of

time and the descent of the once great native Indian tribes. Their treading down by hungry

generations of white men is o"set by the fact, as the Chief sees it, of their being in turn swept

away. For guitar and mezzo, the words are again set in English and are printed in full. This is

more of a prose meditation than a poem. It is very moving, especially around the words “there

was a time when our people covered the land as the waves of a wind-ru"led sea … there is no

death only a change of worlds…”.

The Guitar Sketches (Across Water; Summer Wind; Rain; Fireworks; Under the Stars) are bare

and spare yet always accessible and very enjoyable. Mills is even more resourceful when

writing for guitar. Ideas seem to cross, bounce and bump to good e"ect. Under the stars plays

to a mood Mills is completely at home with. I would urge guitarists to seek out these pieces.

They appear challenging yet are intensely rewarding for the listener. The Duo also reflects this

sense of renewal.

It is good that the Claudio label is giving fresh chances in an ever-expanding ever-forgetting

musical world. We should also recall Claudio’s Milner and Bush CDs rescued from Hyperion

vinyl. As noted on their website all new releases from Claudio are now available as 24/192

Stereo Blu-ray Audio Discs or HD Download as well as standard CD.

Rob BarnettRob Barnett

Review of “Mosaics”

NOVEMBER 7, 2019

THE ART MUSIC LOUNGE

MOSAICS Vol. 3 / MILLS: Wind Quintet / Charlotte Munro, fl; Philip Edwards, cl; Catherine

Pluygers, ob; Huw Jones, bsn; Henryk Sienkiewicz, horn / String Quartet. Clarinet Quintet /

Stuart Deeks, Ellie Blackshaw, vln; Robert Winquist, vla; Sarah Stuart-Pennink, cel; Edwards, cl

/ Flute Sketches. Mosaic for Flute & Piano / Christopher Hyde-Smith, fl; Jane Dodds, pno / Duet

for Flute & Violin / Caroline Collingridge, fl; Blackshaw, vln / 3 Movements for Viola / Winquist,

vla / Violin Duo / Deeks, Blackshaw / Ocean for Double Bass / Stephen Philips, bs / Duo for

Mandolin & Guitar / Nigel Woodhouse, mand; Martin Vishnick, gtr / Where the Sea Meets the

Shore / Richard Hand, Tom Dupré, gtr / Claudio Contemporary CC4325-2

This has to be the oddest physical CD I’ve ever reviewed, because as soon as I opened the

jewel case, the front cover of the album popped loose from the booklet and landed in my lap!

Astonished, I looked at the CD box and there, believe it or not, the booklet was still in place—

but with an entirely di"erent cover on it. This is, then, the only album I’ve ever seen that has

two di"erent covers at the same time. Both are reproduced above for your viewing pleasure.

Barry Mills, it turns out, is also somewhat odd for a composer. Born in Plymouth, MA in 1949,

he got a degree in Biochemistry from Sussex University in 1971 but, having learned to be a

composer on his own, returned there in 1976-77 to study musical analysis with David

Osmond-Smith and David Roberts as well as composition with Colin Matthews and Ann Boyd.

He then became a mailman for 30 years, a job which he says gave him the leisure time to

compose in the a!ernoons! The Society for the Promotion of New Music has programmed

three of his pieces: the Clarinet Quintet and Septet and Harp Sketches. Although this is the

third CD of his music to be issued under the title Mosaics, it is the first I have been able to

review.

Much of the music on this CD sounds, at first blush, like so! “ambient” classical, but it is not.

A!er the opening theme statements of the Wind Quintet, for instance, the harmony suddenly

shi!s to bitonality, and this vein continues into the development section. Moreover, Mills

understands that rarest of all qualities in a modern composer, how to appeal to the heart as

well as the mind. Despite its occasionally abrasive moments, this music is appealing, in much

the same way that Hindemith and Françaix could be appealing. As the quintet goes on, he

uses counterpoint to build his structure but always falls back on lyricism as the uniting force.

The music thus has a fascinating dual personality that sometimes contrasts, sometimes

blends. Some of it reminds me of the music of my online friend, Augusta Cecconi-Bates, who

writes in a similar style reflecting her own personality. And oddly, this quintet ends in the

middle of a phrase.

The String Quartet begins with so! murmurs from the cello, above which the violin and viola

are heard. Interestingly, Mills seems to use his strings as if they were winds, thus the overall

mood, if not the structure, is similar to the wind quintet. Little swells (what singers would call

messa di voce, a crescendo-decrescendo on a held note) come and go, as do fluttering

tremolos and long, downward glissandi that move through the entire scale chromatically as if

he were writing completely non-tonal music as in the case of Julián Carrillo. One thing I’ll say

for Mills: his style, though drawn from several sources, is entirely his own. Indeed, the Clarinet

Quintet begins with the four strings all playing sliding atonal figures in the Carrillo style,

against which we then hear one of the violins playing pizzicato against that backdrop. When

the clarinet does enter, it is playing at first in its lower or chalumeau register, blending into the

strings as if it were a second viola. Eventually, around 6:25, the clarinet gets its own solo,

playing odd themes and variants that slink chromatically through the scale although leaping

around the notes in that scale with rapid eighth-note figures. In all of these works, too, the

tempo is elusive; one can really only feel a pulse when there is some rhythmic impetus to what

they are playing, which is intermittent. Light pizzicato string figures eventually emerge, but

here again there is no feeling of a forward-moving rhythm. Then the pace picks up with a

clarinet motif, around which the strings play odd figures, sometimes swirling, sometimes

sliding chromatically, sometimes in so! tremolos or even touches of spiccato in the bowing.

And again, the piece ends in the middle of nowhere.

The Sketches for solo flute follow a similar pattern except,. of course, there is no harmonic

texture here to work with in terms of voicing, just one instrument that cannot play chords. Yet

even here, his use of “slithering” harmonies is injected into the flute’s lines, creating a forlorn

rather than a serene mood. He also has the flautist blow air sideways into the mouthpiece,

creating a somewhat edgy quality. This, then, almost blends into Mosaic for flute and piano,

which uses similar themes at the outset but changes subtly with the entrance of the piano,

playing what appear to be random notes in the upper treble end of the keyboard. The pianist

acts here, to my ears, less like an accompanist and more like a solo-note percussion

instrument that is trying to find its way through the odd labyrinth of Mills’ musical

construction. This is also the first composition to be broken into individual sections, four

movements in fact, but even in the faster second movement the piano sticks to single-note

runs and gestures, sounding to some extent as if it were chasing the flute but never quite

being able to catch up no matter how “busy” the music gets. And in the pattern of the

preceding works, the fourth and last movement presents no real resolution, just another

musical maze through which flute and piano meander trying to find each other but not quite

meeting up.

The Duo for Flute and Violin opens with the latter instrument playing very high, whining notes

while the former is again spitting across the mouthpiece of his instrument. Then the flute

settles down, if such is the proper term for it, to play what sound like random atonal notes

while the violin plucks its way through equally atonal pizzicati. This random-sounding duet

goes on for a little more than five minutes, with the pieces slowly but surely falling into place.

Another strange piece, excellently played. The 3 Movements for Viola are in much the same

vein while the two-movement Violin Duo has one playing high, held notes while the other

plays lyrical lines around the first. The second piece opens with one of the violins playing

those atonal slides once again.

Oceans for Double Bass is another atonal piece, opening with the bass playing very low As

before moving into its strange journey. Up and down the neck of the bass the player goes,

contrasting a few semi-lyrical motifs against low grumbles and edgy, serrated figures.

Following this is the Duo for Mandolin and Guitar, which follows a similar pattern to the

preceding works. Here, however, Mills seems to revel in the plectrum e"ects he can elicit from

the two instruments, which in themselves create interesting patterns.

W end our journey with Where the Sea Meets the Shore for two guitars, and here Mills explores

not merely the plectrum e"ects of the instruments but also their ability to create lyrical and

edgy figures, some at the same time.

This was quite an ear-opening disc for me. You can be sure that I’ll be looking for more of

Barry Mills’ music to review in the future.

Lynn René Bayley, The Art Music Lounge

Review of “Under the Stars”, “Mosaics”, “Summer Waves”,
“Morning Sea” and “Tartano”

“An extraordinary but delicate

chill descends at the opening

of the Bekova Sisters’ (before

they were famous) disc of

Plymouth-born Barry Mills’

music. This is partly due to the

sonics which are supremely

caught by engineer Colin

Attwell in each of the four discs

in 1993 (only the last disc is

unclear about when). Imagine

a Webern space with touches

of atonality; and modality,

di"erent types of modes rather

like Messiaen – especially the

octatonic scale. The pieces

themselves are usually no more than seven or eight minutes, quite o!en only four or five

minutes or in the form of tiny triptychs. Then scrub out some of the maximalism, insert a

Feldman-scaled sound-world, sounding timeless and unwinding unhurriedly, but somewhat

more compressed – a lot more in fact. Then the melodic figurations, o!en with a kind of jewel-

watch precision and turning; recalling tiny winding-up motifs: Ligeti, perhaps Donatoni or

Dusapin. Rhythmically Mills is insidious, unwinding over apparently unhurried paragraphs

until you realise that a good deal of notes have been expended in a small space without

seeming to be. That’s the Feldman feel to these remarkable, microcosmic works. Taking

another tack, when you look at a municipal gardener clearing leaves in Brighton Pavilion,

imagine him writing a Ligeti-esque piece etude ‘Pavilion Gardens’ both of which, of course

Mills did.

Barry Mills was born 13 November 1949. A!er reading Bio-Chemistry at Sussex 1968-71, and

taking an MA in music there in 1976-77, studying with Colin Matthews and Ann Boyd, and

analysis with Dayid Osmond-Smith and David Roberts. Mills first worked for the Brighton

Corporation, then when it was nationalised, from 1990 as a Postman, to give him time to

compose in the a!ernoons.

The opening CD is a rich, remarkable exploration of piano/strings combinations. The Piano

Trio, more chordally assertive and pianistically harder-edged than other works, recalls a

distant forefather in its haunted chill, Bridge’s Piano Trio No. 2 of 1929. They could be

profitably programmed together, where Mills’s more compressed world asserts itself over

seven minutes in a soaring set of solos. He rarely writes much in the way of pure tuttis,

preferring to skein out the instrumentation and language, some tangle of melody, some

shi!ing thread of tonal logic; a centre revolved round, for instance a frequent use of minor

thirds, or an ostinato pattern. The importance of each musical gesture and colour, a harmonic

tension suggestive of atmosphere, light and shade links to Webern and Debussy.

The Piano Quintet is a more rounded beast, making ampler claims in a single movement of

8’09” – unlike the delicate programme titles of the Trio, something Mills employs frequently

and Darmstadt-shamelessly The Quintet too unravels a so!er grained piano against a

dialogue of more massed writing, for Mills. More reminiscences of a Ligeti sound-world

suggest themselves. Despite its brevity, the Quintet like the Trio is enormously satisfying, quite

solidly realised and memorable in its melodic contours.

Other pieces for solo violin and violin or cello with piano, or for violin and cello (neatly

counterpointing the whole world of Ravel), each contribute to Mills’ two kinds of sound-world.

Both are related under the foregoing remarks, but solo pieces tend to soar in a more angular

way, breathe with an ardent-edged lyricism that one can recognise as part of the clear

modernist tradition. There’s a paradox in this too, since Mills when confronted with the most

melodically recalcitrant of instruments, the guitar, writes nearest to his edge of atonality,

especially in the Duo for mandolin and guitar on the third disc. And this just when you’d

expect a mushy film track or at least a diatonic pliancy in ensemble work. Solo cello pieces on

this first disc, or the solo double bass in the next, are like everything else beautifully executed

and caught. They point at a bass-heavy language that Mills explores, for instance, in Tartano,

for piano and orchestra. But given his instrumental timbres here, they of course get only the

piano for support; a support Mills only feels drawn to occasionally, the way a painter doesn’t

use black for shadow.

Mills’ use of the mezzo voice is, however, far more angular – and haunted. The Eight Haiku –

seven by Basho, one by Muira Chora, and the Chief Seattle Fragments, are remarkable in

understanding the true proviso that really only fragments of words can truly be set: that to

really set a poem you have to destroy it, as in Pli SeIon Pli. Mills more compassionately sets

haiku and lets these float over the voice, so again the atmosphere can both hyperventilate in

its intensity, and release itself. The melismas of the setting are more important in their nuance

than their individual word: a paradox since Mills possesses a jewel-like technique and is never

blurred. The truth is that the haiku as a form sets up a final line as release mechanism, and

isn’t about word painting or articulating imagined worlds in quite the way other longer pieces

are. Much of the intensity can be subsumed in an inflection, a kind of pay-o" in music.

The second disc features a

masterly String Quartet, which

spins away from quartet

textures in a teasing and

enchanting manner, but with a

gritty quality at times that

leaves you in no doubt as to its

abstract power. Violins, then

viola and cello take leads and

fade motifs, twist textures

towards each other like

glinting threads in a cat’s

cradle. This, like the sectional

Clarinet Quintet that follows it,

is another one of Mills’ finest

works. Mills is naturally made

to write for the Bb clarinet, its long-suspended melancholias perfectly adapted for his

subversion and transformation of these into something other than that. This Quintet, like its

piano counterpart, embarks on a miniature odyssey, more readily identified in its movements,

where the clarinet is delicately pitted in between the spaces of the String Quartet. Mills has a

remarkable gi!, letting wind and strings mesh in timbres that render them multi-valent to

each other. There are discords, but never an avant-gauche jar. Before either of these pieces,

the Wind Quintet again sharpens the sense between the instruments, as well as fulfilling this

in bewitching melodic profile, sometimes the merest tangled wisps. Again, one is reminded of

Ravel and more powerfully Bridge. He would have understood Mills.

The piano pieces, too, whether with the Bekova Sisters in the Children’s Pieces or the three in

the third volume, recognize that not entirely-screened out English pastoral. It’s a language at

once modernist and purified of all superfluous weight, even that of more obvious modernist

techniques – though these lie unobtrusively in the texture. One critic has in fact called him a

‘tonal Webern’. The listener is directed, as in a pointillist painting, to each glowing note and

the resonating space around it. In fact this purification of language, despite the apparent

heterogeneous pulls here of Feldman, Webern, Ligeti, is Mills’ hallmark, together with his

instantly recognizable sound-world and melodic gi!. Like George Benjamin, he can display

each fully in the service of modernism; there’s no sense of post-modernist compromise yet the

music is serenely beautiful, and appeals to a wide audience. The piano pieces rarely pull

virtuoso resources down onto them, but in fact their gently cascading vortices and evocative

titles command a technique from the player, one of gradation and terracing. These sound like

quieter Ligeti Etudes, but descriptive, as though Bridge had convinced Ligeti of something. It

reveals an Englishness in spite of all internationalisms, or perhaps because of them this

peculiar essence is revealed when most bare, as in the piano works, where everything has to

be negotiated on one betraying instrument. These should – and could easily – be programmed

at a Radio 3 Lunchtime concert. Like most of Mills’ work they remain largely unpublished and

hardly known.

The first three discs, covering music Mills wrote from 1985 to 1992, aren’t dated or placed in

any chronological order. The guitar pieces – the Five Sketches are all titled and the last gives

the third disc its title – o!en wander in some hidden narrative to a single string line, resonant

and utterly spare, recalling the early works of Richard Rodney Bennett. These, and some of the

winds point to the last disc, which might have been recorded in 1993 and 1996, and though

released later, seem to inhabit a larger, more public sphere. The solo saxophone piece recalls,

if one has to use the parallel, Jan Gabarek in the sonic hit – Colin Attwell’s engineering again –

as well as the full noise of the Sax and Guitar Quartets respectively. But a few seconds dispel

the too comfortable John Harle sound-world, there’s that melody treated to a wailing wire

again, somewhere near the edge of what it’s supposed to do. Not any harshly dissonant

flutter-tongue or abrasive attempts to wrench the natural rounded word of the sax, but to

edge its capacity from the inside up to its genuinely expressive limits. Again one follows Mills

in one of his faster movements, again like something that has been wound up before the piece

commences and is being released, like a pre-signalled language where we’ve come in at the

dénoument. The Sax Quartet unwinds in a way we’ve expected, sparing in its alternation of

sonorities, but here Mills prepares even more cunningly, and there’s more a sense of larger-

scale organisation, more tutti, with a few Macmillan-like wails (from his Clarinet Quintet) –

purely coincidental but the former’s were rhapsodised over – we’re in more recognizably tonal

territory.

The Clarinet piece, ‘The Wind and the Trees’, is a nuttier, more quizzical o"ering. One o!en

feels among Mills’ contemplative and natural universe (he’s a keen Green activist) a benign,

Menu!
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